LUE model is an important empirical model for estimating GPP. The authors added the impacts of CO2 concentration, diffuse/direct PAR, and VPD to the traditional LUE model, which showed improvement.
Line 31-32 "The global GPP derived from different datasets exist substantial uncertainty in magnitude and interannual variations." Which datasets and which models were used here? Do the authors mean different datasets used to drive the revised C1 EC-LUE model? Or other models?
Line 448 Do the authors mean process based ecosystem models by biophysical models? And empirical or data-driven models by satellite-based models?
Line 50 The starting and ending years could be given while reporting a trend.
Line 70-90 (Major concern) The ratio of diffuse PAR is of course an important regulator of LUE for dense canopy. However, the amount of total PAR should not be ignored. LUE could rapidly decrease with the amount of total PAR because in clear sky the incident PAR could easily exceed light saturation point. 
